“Space and Our Solar System”

What is the name of the largest meteorite on display? **RED RIVER METEORITE**

“Hall of Minerals”

Find the model of the Giant Gold Nugget. Is it lumpy or smooth? **LUMPY**

Find the huge purple mineral that is as tall as you (it is a geode sliced in half). What is the name of the mineral? **QUARTZ or AMETHYST (or QUARTZ variety AMETHYST)**

Go to the room next to the elevator.
What is the name of the bright yellow mineral? **SULFUR**
Which is your favorite mineral in this room? **PERSONAL OPINION**

On the giant Earth globe, when you press the button for the Mississippi River, U.S.A., how many lights go on? **3**

“Hall of Connecticut Birds”

Find the cardinals. What color is the male? **RED (or RED AND BLACK)**

What is the smallest Connecticut owl on display? **SAW-WHET OWL**

“New England Dioramas”

Find the Cold Bog diorama. The snowshoe rabbit is brown in the summer. What color is it in the winter? **WHITE**

“Daily Life in Ancient Egypt”

Name a popular board game of ancient Egypt. **SENET**

Does the sarcophagus cover of Khenty-im-hotep look happy or sad? **HAPPY**

In the BURIAL CUSTOMS section, how many blue shawabti figures are there? **4**

Find the LATE PREDYNASTIC EGYPT section. What is hanging from ropes? **DECORATED POTTERY JAR (OR POT)**